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JFEC selected by Stop & Shop’s
Bloomin’ 4 Good program
The Jewish Federation of Eastern CT (JFEC) has been selected
as a beneficiary of the Stop &
Shop Bloomin’ 4 Good Program
for the month of March. The Stop
& Shop Bloomin’ 4 Good Program,
which launched in February 2021,
is an easy way for shoppers to
give back. Every $9.99 Bloomin’ 4
Good Bouquet with the red circle
sticker sold supports a hunger
organization local to the Stop &
Shop in which it was purchased. The JFEC was selected as the March
beneficiary by local store leadership at the Stop & Shop located at 155
Boston Post Road, Waterford CT.
The JFEC will receive a $1 donation for every $9.99 Bloomin’ 4 Good
Bouquet purchased at this Stop & Shop location in March. “Flowers
can make someone’s day, brighten a room or spread a smile,” said Carin Savel, Executive Director of the Jewish Federation. “Now they can
fight hunger too. Purchase a Bloomin’ 4 Good Bouquet at 155 Boston
Post Road at the Waterford Stop & Shop in March to help fight hunger.

The year of Abir says it all!

l-r Lior Taub, Marcia Reinhard, and Abir
Shamriz. Lior (l) and Abir (r) were the assigned
Young Emissaries in Eastern CT during 201112. Unfortunately, Lior went home to Israel
early leaving Abir to make it a year to remember.

By Marcia
Reinhard, JFEC
Ass’t Director
Each year of
emissaries brings
its own share of
adventures, challenges,
laughter
and even tears.
“The Year of Abir”
was no different
(2011-12). It started out like all the
others – with Jerry
and I meeting the
new emissaries at
Camp Laurelwood
along with other
Federation execs
and coordinators
from SNEC, taking
memorable
pictures, beginning
the journey of get-

ting to know each other.
Abir and Lior were very different as is usually the case. Abir was
funny, energetic, enthusiastic, and extremely outgoing. Lior was warm,
sweet, shy, and good-hearted. I had no reason to think this year would
be any different than all those that had come before.
I brought Abir and Lior to their host families: Abir to The Krasners in East Lyme and Lior to The Goldsteins in Colchester. We went
to Schechter and attended a religious school staff meeting. We were
off and running. Things started out fine yet slowly, but surely, it was
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Every bouquet sold will feed 10
plus people in need.”
The Jewish Federation is a
non-profit based in New London,
CT. The JFEC supports humanitarian, social services, and education efforts in Eastern CT, in Israel, and in 70 countries around
the world. In our Eastern CT service area, we provide direct services to seniors, adults, and youth
through a variety of programs
and activities. The JFEC is a member agency of the United Way of
Southeastern CT. Learn more
about the Federation by visiting
JFEC.com. For more information
about the Stop & Shop Bloomin’
4 Good Program, please visit stopandshop.bloomin4good.com.

Picture
perfect

By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
With just two months before
Israel goes once again to the polls
to attempt to elect a viable government, politicians from all parties are trying to endear themselves to the electorate with the
hope that this time round a viable
government can be formed.
Apart from having to contend
with each other, the politicians
are doing their level best to ensure that they are seen and heard
by as many people as possible.
For most of the electorate the
attempts by the politicians to be
seen, and hopefully heard, must
pall.
Without any doubt Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
would take the prize for being the
politician who appears the most
before the press and tv cameras.
Netanyahu never misses an opportunity to be photographed
by the press or appear on some
televised event. Usually, the latter
is to tell the viewers how he, and
almost he alone, made it possible
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Virtual Wine Tour of
Israel on February 21

l-r Jerry Fischer, Morane Assor, and Ed Cramer will share their knowledge of wine and its connection to Israel on Sunday, Feb. 21, 2021 at
2:00 pm on Zoom.
Join the Israel Desk of the Jewish Federation of Eastern CT and
Congregation Beth El as Jerry Fischer and guests Morane Assor and
Ed Cramer take you on a virtual Mission to Israel with an emphasis
on wine cultivation and wine in Biblical, Jewish, Zionist, and Israeli
traditions. This virtual tour takes place on Sunday, February 21, 2021
at 2:00 pm on Zoom. Go to the JFEC.com website, access the above
date on the Community Calendar in order to register for the tour. Once
registered, zoom will send you a link for the tour.
Every Mission that Jerry has led has included a visit to a vineyard
and winemaker. The history of modern Zionism cannot be told without reference to the revival of grape cultivation and wine making in the
earliest Palestinian Jewish communities of Rishon L’Tzion and Zichron
Ya’akov. But wine in the ancient world, and in Israelite/Jewish tradition, was a key part of the cultures and religions of the region.
Jerry will walk us through the land of Israel, the Bible, Mishna, Talmud, and early Zionism to understand the role of wine in our tradition.
We will virtually and vividly visit Israel to understand the geography
and topology of the land of Israel and grape cultivation from pre-Biblical times until today.
Included in this virtual Mission will be a talk by Morane Assor, an
Israeli Wine and Spirit Education Trust certified Sommelier who won
the Yarden prize as best Sommelier in Israel. She will talk about the
phenomenal growth in modern wine production in Israel since the
1990s.
To close out the 1-¼ hour program there will be an optional guided
wine tasting with Ed Cramer of five Israeli wines that are available at
his shop, Gordon’s Yellow Front. Ed did a public access TV show on
wine for 15 years and has been in the wine business for over 40 years.
He will talk about the characteristics of the five wines and provide suggested food pairings.
This Zoom program is free and open to the public. The wine tasting
is a suggested $18 dollar donation. Refer to page 6 for more information on how to purchase the flight of wine that Ed Cramer will be talking about.
If you are interested in joining an upcoming JFEC Mission to Israel in the Spring or Fall of 2022 please contact the JFEC and put your
name on the Mission list for updates – mimi@jfec.com (preferred) or
860-442-8062.
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Why American Jews love Stella D’Oro cookies
By Joanna O’Leary, JTA
As a child, visits to my maternal grandfather and grandmother (of
Italian and Polish heritage, respectively) involved eating a lot pasta
and pierogi. Dessert, in turn, was sometimes cannoli and poppyseed
roll, but often a platter of Stella D’Oro cookies — assorted dainty corrugated rings and logs of buttery dough with almond undertones. My
grandfather had developed a taste for them early in his youth as an immigrant from Genoa, and my grandparents’ pantry was never without
at least one package. Truth be told, my juvenile palate found the cookies too bland (i.e.: insufficiently sugary), but they held a special place
in my heart because they were a favorite of my beloved, sometimes
salty, comparatively sweeter Pop-Pop.
Until my second year in college, I associated Stella D’Oro (Italian
for “star of gold”) exclusively with Italian-American culture. While
“grocery” shopping in the 7-Eleven near our dorm (hey, we didn’t have
cars, OK?) with a friend who also happened to be Jewish, I came upon
a package and remarked upon my personal nostalgic ties.
“Stella D’Oro?” he replied with a puzzled grin. “That’s a Jewish
thing.”
We preceded to dive into an appropriately sophomoric argument
about whether Stella D’Oro was “more Jewish” or “more Italian,” each
of us buttressing our claims with mostly anecdotal evidence and hearsay, and completely eschewing the more interesting question: What
happened with these cookies that laid the foundation for such a debate
in the first place?
Stella D’Oro, as its name might suggest, was started in 1930 by Joseph and Angela Kresevich, Italian immigrants in Brooklyn. Already
successful restaurateurs, the Kresevichs further parlayed their food

business savvy by creating a line of Italian-style cookies, crackers and
breadsticks that appealed to other Italian immigrants missing flavors
from home. The cookies, originally made by hand and without (gasp)
butter, were immediately popular.
The fact that Stella D’Oro cookies were devoid of butter as well as
milk also led them to be an object of desire early on for devout kosher
Jews — they were pareve and could therefore be eaten for dessert after a meat supper. The Swiss fudge variety, whose crimped circumference and inner opaque dark chocolate circle bore a whimsical resemblance to shtreimels, round fur hats worn on the Sabbath, led them
to become particularly popular in the ultra-Orthodox community. And
when in 2019 Tablet published its venerable list of the 100 Most Jewish foods, Swiss fudge cookies earned the title of “most Jewish cookie
ever made.”
Broad appeal, however, has not prevented Stella D’Oro from becoming a subject of controversy. As the business changed owners throughout the years, wages and benefits have been reduced and/or altered,
unsurprisingly souring relations between management and its multicultural labor force, many of whom had worked for the company for
decades. This contentious history, and specifically the 11-month strike
that ensued following its acquisition by a hedge fund, is documented
in the 2011 film “No Contract, No Cookies.”
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OUR PROGRAMS FOR February:
Jewish Education Theology and
Information (JETI talks) –Wednesday Eves, 6:30
-2/3: Dr. Claire Warren: Whole food Plant Based
Lifestyle
-2/10: Cantor Sanford Cohn: Jewish Themes in Bob
Dylan’s Music
-2/17: Penninah Schram: Jewish Stories; One
Generation tells another
-2/24: Kelly Sackett: From Virus to Vaccine

Candle Lighting for Eastern CT area
Friday, Feb 5
Friday, Feb 12
Friday, Feb 19
Friday, Feb 26

•
•
•
•

4:48 pm
4:57 pm
5:05 pm
5:14 pm

Shir Shabbats with Musicians in Residence:
-2/5 @ 7:30 w/ Marcia Reinhart
-2/12 @ 7:30 w/ Cantor S. Cohn
-2/19 @ 6:00 w/ Roz Etra
-2/26 @ 6:00 w/ Cantor M. Rubenstein
Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Kideckel (1st & 3rd
Thursdays)
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Kol Esperanza Concert sponsored by Weiner/Tom
Fund – February 28 @ 3:00 p.m.

Call to participate in any of our programs!

Energy Saving Windows & Doors!
ORDER FACTORY DIRECT!

Vinyl Replacement & New Construction Windows
Storm Windows & Commercial Aluminum
Professional Installation Available

860.848.9258
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE

www.alltimemfg.com

~ Duralite warm edge spacer stays warmer and keeps you cozy.
~ When you’re cozy you save energy and money!
~ Saving energy is also good for the environment.
~ Stay comfortable and keep moisture out.
~ Duralite glass space is the best in the
industry!

Printing: The Republican, Springfield, MA
Postmaster: Send address changes to Jewish Leader, 28 Channing St., New
London, CT 06320
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Busy weekend for Yachad BBYO
By Jack Haynes
On Saturday evening, Yachad BBYO joined together virtually with
the Madison, CT BBYO chapter, Salty, for an amazing event. The event
was named “Cooking with Yalty” (the name we chose combining our
chapter names, Yachad and Salty) and consisted of baking cookies,
participating in icebreakers and playing virtual games. The sugar
cookie recipe was simple and included ingredients that most teens
would typically have in their houses. Between each step of the recipe,

center on Sunday. Unfortunately,
as luck would have it, my car
broke down right when I needed
to get to the meal center. However, I was there in spirit!
Overall, Yachad had a great
weekend filled with fun and
meaningful events! Stay tuned for
an event at the end of February in
addition to our ongoing Krispy
Kreme
Fundraiser
through
March 12! Remember to email
bfmccaff@gmail.com to place
an order, or any one of the abovementioned board members if you
know them.
Jack Haynes is a Senior at East
Lyme High School and the Communication Chair for our Yachad
BBYO Chapter. Jack enjoys posting
on social media and putting his
skills to work for the chapter.

we would go around sharing our favorite foods, favorite singers, and
even what we each did during our day. It was a great opportunity to
bond with fellow Yachad members and meet new faces from the Salty
chapter.
While the cookies baked in the ovens for about ten minutes, everyone hopped on to a virtual
game called Skribblio,
which resembles Pictionary. We took turns drawing the assigned word
on the screen and then
guessing what the drawing would be. The artists
of the group definitely
emerged during this creative game. The sweet
smell of fresh baked cookies was the perfect way to
end the evening. Warm
fluffy sugar cookies filled
the Zoom screens from everyone’s homes across the community. This
was a very successful event!
The next day, Yachad BBYO met up at the New London Community
Meal center to drop off a food donations. The meal center is always
in need of food and supplies, especially in the recent freezing temperatures and, in these days of the COVID-19 pandemic; the demand
is so much higher, which is
why we chose the New London Community Meal Center
as our “Stand-up Cause” this
year. Each year, every BBYO
chapter chooses a “Stand-up
Cause” in which they devote
fundraising efforts and programming to support their
efforts. Ethan Novick, Regan
Kaye, Hannah Linder, Bayla
McCaffrey, Simone Lerner,
and our advisor, Marcia Reinhard all met up at the meal

It’ s time to lift your spirits!
Israeli 3 Tenors
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 28 • 3:00 PM

Join Congregation Beth El at a virtual concert featuring
KOL ESPERANZA sponsored by the Weiner-Tom Fund.
ON ZOOM
KOL ESPERANZA are a trio of Israeli tenors who perform
opera, pop, Broadway, Israeli, and Jewish songs, blending
classical tradition with a vibrant new sound and have performed
internationally. This “spirit lifter” is being offered during these
challenging times.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2021 • 3:00 PM
Beth El Members – No Charge

A link will be sent out prior to the concert

Non-Members – $10 per household
College Students – $5
To purchase tickets, visit bethel-nl.org

Sponsorships are being offered, and the funds collected will be earmarked for the
Congregation Beth El Building Fund. Visit bethel-nl.org for more info.

Congregation Beth El, PO Box 1310, New London, CT 06320
860.442.0418 • office@bethel-nl.org • bethel-nl.org
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Learn how to “Read It In Hebrew” in just five weeks
five Tuesdays beginning February 23, 7:00-8:15 PM
Contact and course instructor: Rabbi Aizik Schwei
RabbiAschwei@gmail.com or 860-772-4478
According to a survey by the Pew Research Center, only half of
American Jews (52%) can read Hebrew.1 To fill this gap in Jewish edu-

cation, the Rohr Jewish Learning Institute (JLI) has developed
Read it in Hebrew, an innovative
Hebrew reading course that is
sweeping the Jewish world. With
interactive flashcards and its own
app for remote learning, Read it

Congregation Beth El members keep busy

By Nadine Lipman
TED Talks are influential videos from expert speakers on education, business, science, tech, and creativity, with subtitles in 100+ languages. TED Conferences LLC is an American media organization that
posts these talks online for free distribution under the slogan “ideas
worth spreading”.
A Jedi is a warrior of the light. A force for good in the world. ALL
Jedi knows that the mind is THE most powerful resource and with it
all kinds of wonderful things can happen. The Jedi are the main protagonists of many works of the Star Wars franchise, often working
symbiotically alongside the Galactic Republic and the Rebel Alliance.
So what do they have in common with Congregation Beth El of
New London/Waterford? The synagogue has been taking advantage
of Zoom during the Pandemic with a series of live JETI Talks (Jewish
Education, Theology and Information). These were started up in
the summer on Wednesdays at 6:30 PM preceding the 7:30 PM evening
Minyan; talks included speakers such as Artie Dean (hypnosis), Dan
Bendor (different components of the COVID crisis), Henie Kurzman
(a visual discussion of sixteen of her juried paintings), and Stan Solinsky leading an online tour of New London’s Bank St from a Jewish
viewpoint. Upcoming speakers include Claire Warren (Whole Food
Plant Based Lifestyle, Why & How?), Cantor Sanford Cohn (Themes
of Jewish Scripture, Theology and Spirituality in Bob Dylan’s Music--in
honor of his upcoming 80th birthday), internationally known storyteller, teacher, author, and recording artist, Peninnah Schram, and in
April, Faye Ringel (History of Jewish Comics Supernatural). These are
all available free for the whole community to attend/watch.
Many of the previous JETI talks are available on the Congregation
Beth El of New London, CT YouTube page, where they can be watched
live on Wednesdays in addition to on Zoom. JETI Talks are all about
community and are open to all. If there are any members of the Jewish
community at large who have an interesting story to tell, a special hob-

by, exciting occupation, or extensive knowledge on different topics- WE NEED YOU! If you would
like to give a talk, please contact
the Beth El office. Technical assistance/guidance is available.
With the success of Wednesday
night programming, Congregation Beth El is anticipating starting a series of events on Sunday
afternoons beginning in February; they will be holding a virtual
wine-tasting while visiting Israeli
vineyard in honor of the upcoming Purim Holiday in conjunction with the Jewish Federation
of Eastern CT (JFEC), followed
the next weekend by the Weiner-Tom Event - Kol Esperanza
Concert: The Tenors Are Coming! Mark your calendars for the
Kol Esperanza concert on Sunday, February 28 at 3:00. The
concert will be followed by a Q &
A session with the performers, so
get your questions ready!!
More information on how to
watch these programs, contact
the Congregation Beth El office
by phone (860-442-0418) or
email (office@bethel-nl.org).
MAY THE AHAVA BE WITH YOU!

Adeena
Sussman
Enjoy the conclusion of a virtual international culinary journey with Adeena Sussman
the last of four celebrity chefs on the Israeli
and American scenes: Einat Admony, Lior
Sercarz, and Danielle Renova. Explore their
Moroccan, Yemenite, Persian, Tunisian, and
Ashkenazi backgrounds, recipes, and culinary
inspirations.
How to register: It is too late to view the
cooking series using Zoom as registration
has reached capacity. However, if you contact Mimi at mimi@jfec.com she will email
you the Facebook Live link that will allow you
to participate. The organizers indicated that
most people registered for all the dates at
once when registration opened.

Adeena Sussman – Sababa
Tuesday, February 9, 8 pm EST

Menu: My Mother’s Irresistible Peach
Kuchen; Chewy Tahini Blondies
Adeena Sussman is the author of Sababa: Fresh, Sunny Flavors from My Israeli
Kitchen, which includes an introduction by
Zahav’s Michael Solomonov and was named
a Best Fall 2019 cookbook by The New York
Times, Bon Appetit, and Food & Wine. She is
currently working on her follow up to Sababa,
all about the foods of Shabbat. The co-author

of 11 cookbooks, Adeena’s three most recent collaborations, including Cravings and
Cravings: Hungry for More with Chrissy Teigen, were New York Times best-sellers.

in Hebrew utilizes the latest technology to combine timeless learning
methods with conte++++mporary psychology for a course guaranteed
to be effective in only five sessions.
Read it in Hebrew was piloted in just five communities in 2016.
Since then, it’s been taught at over 400 locations across North America, enabling over 6,000 people to read Hebrew, and interest is building. In Salt Lake City (UT), a city with a relatively small Jewish community, the course has run three times to increasingly large classes.
The instructor, Rabbi Avremi Zippel, also teaches it to Birthright participants as a follow-up for their trips to Israel and on-line to people in
four time-zones. In Stony Brook (NY), over forty students enrolled as
soon as the flyers went out. Rabbi Shalom Ber Cohen, the JLI instructor
in Stony Brook, is delighted to announce a rerun of the course in the
near future.
“The popularity of Read it in Hebrew suggests that it meets a deeply-felt need,” explains Rabbi Shlomie Tenenbaum of JLI. “Many feel lost
in synagogue simply because they don’t know how to read Hebrew.
Learning to read Hebrew strengthens one’s connection to Judaism and
the Jewish people in a powerful way.”
Read it in Hebrew appeals to people at all levels of Jewish education,
including those without any prior experience in Jewish learning as
well as those for whom it is a fun refresher course. With flashcards depicting the letters alongside catchy mnemonics, Read in Hebrew feels
like a game of concentration. And, more than just a reading course,
students get a glimpse of the profound depth of the Hebrew language,
including brief Talmudic and Kabbalistic explanations of the letters.
Enrollment is open to the public, and attendees need not be affiliated
with a synagogue, temple, or other house of worship.
Classes will be given by Rabbi Aizik Schwei virtually via zoom on
five Tuesdays beginning February 23, 7:00-8:15 PM.
Interested students may call 860-772-4478 or visit Chabadect.
com/RIIH for registration and for other course-related information. This course is presented on Zoom in conjunction with
Chabad of Eastern Connecticut.

Everyone counts: We are counting on you!
Here in Eastern Connecticut the JFEC works to support, sustain
and revitalize Jewish life. But we can’t do it without you.
Send in your donation today.
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By

Artie
Dean
The Return of Moishe Rappinsky
Part 6
From January 8 issue…
“In this van there’s enough explosives to blow them to smithereens
when the time comes,” the leader was saying. “Until then you all know
what you need to do.”
Jacob’s eyes flew wide. He put a hand on Ben’s shoulder who was
whimpering silently. He pictured his mother’s face and wondered if
he’d ever see her again, imagining his parents safe and sound in their
Brooklyn home, oblivious to all he was seeing.
How can this be happening in America?
***

And now Part 6…
Meanwhile, Paulo continued to navigate deep into Central Park,
the jeep belching smoke, and trailing sparks, the muffler swaying as it
bounced and scraped along the asphalt. Moishe followed the ‘find my
phone app’ that they hoped would lead them to their sons.
“Take a right, here,” Moishe shouted above the roar of the unbridled
engine. He pointed to the flicker of light in the distance, the smell of
burning wood growing stronger as they passed the Central Park Zoo.
Sarah cursed as they reached a police barricade drawn across the
roadway.
“We can’t go back now,” she said, as the jeep slowed. Paulo nodded,
tightened his grip on the steering wheel. “Hold on everyone.”
He floored the accelerator. The jeep sped forward, wheels spinning.
“Are you crazy? Stop!” Naomi yelled from the back seat, while Sarah
buried her face in her hands.
The impact sent Moishe lurching forward. His face bounced off the
back of Paulo’s seat, The barricade splintered and then slid to the side
of the road. Moishe’s phone, which had been tracking his son’s position, tumbled from his hand and skipped along the floor, then slithered
beneath the driver’s seat, disappearing in darkness.
As the jeep careened along the icy roadway Moishe tasted blood in
his mouth. His nose throbbed. He put a hand to his upper lip, grimaced,
gratified to feel his front teeth intact. Then he reached far below the
seat, groaning as the jeep bounced, his hand searching in vain.
“I’ve lost the phone. Without it we’ll never find the boys.”
Paulo braked and the jeep slowed.
“Don’t stop,” Naomi said in a rush. As they came to a clearing, they
saw wood ablaze in a metal garbage can, the wood crackling and sputtering. She put a hand to the Israeli issue hand gun she’d concealed
beneath her coat. Men dressed in camouflage jackets ran out from behind a tree and drew a mat of spikes across the roadway.
“Police?” Moishe muttered when he saw their guns drawn.
“Hardly,” Paulo said, his eyes glistening as the jeep came to a full
stop.
In a moment the jeep was surrounded. Six armed men raised their
rifles while one man gestured. “Get out of the car and put your face on
the ground. Do it now!”
Paulo opened his door and jumped from the jeep, his hands balled
in fists.
“Don’t even think about it,” the man said as he aimed a gun at Paulo’s head.
In a moment the four Rappinsky’s were lying face down on the
roadway their hands secured by zip ties behind their backs.
Naomi squirmed, trying to work her hands free, but the more she
struggled the more the ties cut into her wrists, pain darting up her
arms. A pair of black leather boots appeared beside her head. A man,

who seemed to be some kind of
militia leader, crouched and put
his mouth to her ear.
“Pity you’ve seen our faces,”
he whispered.

***
A few minutes earlier Jacob
and Ben remained captives of
the same militia who would soon
confront their parents. Jacob,
dozing on and off, awoke to the
sounds of scraping metal and the
harsh sounds of a strained engine growing ever louder in the
distance. Sparks trailed from an
approaching vehicle—uncannily
similar to his uncle’s white jeep.
Impossible. They couldn’t possibly know where we are.
Jacob nudged Ben awake.
“Someone’s coming,” he whispered, his heart pounding.
Ben glanced at the men, now
jumping to their feet, and running towards the vehicle. A man
with a semi-automatic eyed him
suspiciously, then turned his gaze
towards the men running towards the road.
“Maybe we should scream for
help,” Jacob said.
Ben shook his head slowly
and put a finger to his lips. “Not
unless you want to get our heads
blown off.”
Jacob took a deep breath. He
was trembling, perhaps from the
cold, perhaps from his mounting
terror. He put a hand to cover his
eyes, suddenly ashamed of his
fear in front of his cousin, who
seemed always to have an answer
for everything. Only now, Ben
was trembling too, his eyes glistening as Jacob had never seen.
“It’ll be all right,” Jacob said,
without conviction. His mind
drifted to a scene a few years
earlier when he and Ben were on
the roller coaster at Coney Island
screaming in delight. Their car
paused at the top of the highest
rise before hurtling towards the
ground at incredible speed. Jacob screamed in fear while Ben
merely laughed, begging to go
again while Jacob ran to his waiting parents, covering his face to
hide his tears.
Ben pointed in the distance
where men with rifles were herding people out of a white jeep,
a flashlight flickering on their
faces. “Oh, no!” he said, his voice
breaking off. “That can’t be.”
Jacob’s eyes narrowed as he
peered into the distance, unsure
what he was witnessing in the
dim moonlight. Two women were
quickly ushered away from the
jeep in Jacob’s direction.
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A tall man dressed in black and white lay prone on the ground
while a man in camouflage stooped to take the kippah off the man’s
head, then threw it like a Frisbee into the woods, while the rest of his
gang laughed.
Jacob’s jaws clenched. “Uncle Paulo?” He took a deep breath, his
nostrils flaring, for there, beside his uncle lay the prone figure of his
own father.
Fury seized his thoughts, the paralysis of fear gone. In Solomon
Schechter Academy he’d heard all the stories about Jewish persecution in Russia and Europe—the pogroms, the ShoahSomehow he’d
always imagined it could have been different if only the Jews had the
means to fight back. Despite all his parent’s warnings he never imagined he’d find the same thing in New York City. Now here I am even
more helpless. His gaze turned to the militia’s van filled with explosives. He wondered what its target might be. He wondered how he
could help save his parents. But most of all he made a silent vow to not
go to slaughter like a helpless sheep. He turned to his cousin and put a
hand on his shoulder.
“Ben we have to do something… I’ve got an idea.”
To be continued. . .

AUTO | HOME | COMMERCIAL | MARINE

LEVINE
INSURANCE GROUP, LLC

ANDREW J. LEVINE

Owner, Producer, 40+ Years Experience
221 Boston Post Rd.
P.O. Box 339
East Lyme, CT 06333

860-739-4444 Office
860-739-6861 Fax
andy@ligct.com
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CTeenU students finish
first 14-week course
By Tzipporah Prottas
CTeen of Eastern Connecticut recently completed its
first CTeen University course,
marking a milestone in continued quality Jewish learning for

youth in the area. Under the instruction of local director Rabbi
Aizik Schwei, via Zoom, seven
teens and three alumni gathered
for fourteen weeks to study Jew-

ish Philosophy. “I thoroughly enjoyed teaching and
learning new things along the way together with
this amazing group of teens,” said Rabbi Schwei.
The Chabad Teen Network, or CTeen, is collaborating with the prestigious Yeshiva University to
present CTeenU, a dynamic curriculum on the tenets of Judaism
for high-school
students. “I really loved it,”
says
CTeener
Nathan Clark.
“We covered so
many
important areas of
life and every
class taught me
something new.
I highly recommend CTeenU.”
Through lectures integrating textual study,
group discussion, and activities, students of CTeenU
explore compelling topics like purpose, music, and
the afterlife, and earn two private college credits
($2,000 value) per course.

:ŽŝŶ:ĞƌƌǇ&ŝƐĐŚĞƌǁŝƚŚ:&Θ

ŽŶŐƌĞŐĂƟŽŶĞƚŚůŽŶ 

sŝƌƚƵĂůtŝŶĞDŝƐƐŝŽŶƚŽ/ƐƌĂĞů
Israeli Wines & Winemaking,
and the Role of Wine in Jewish Tradition
*Bonus: Optional Wine Tasting!
Sunday, February 21 at 2:00 p.m. via Zoom
:ĞƌƌǇ&ŝƐĐŚĞƌ͕DŽƌĂŶĞƐƐŽƌ;/ƐƌĂĞůŝtŝŶĞ^ŽŵŵĞůŝĞƌͿ͕ĂŶĚĚƌĂŵĞƌ
ǁŝůůƚĞůůƚŚĞƐƚŽƌǇŽĨ/ƐƌĂĞůŝǁŝŶĞ͕ĂŶĐŝĞŶƚĂŶĚŵŽĚĞƌŶ͘͞ů͛ĐŚĂŝŵ
ƚĂƐƚŝŶŐ͟ŽĨϱǁŝŶĞƐǁŝůůďƌŝŶŐƚŚŝƐŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚŝŶŐƚĂůŬƚŽĂƚĂƐƚĞĨƵůĐůŽƐĞ͘
ŶĐŝĞŶƚ͕ŝďůŝĐĂů͕ĂŶĚƉŽƐƚ-ŝďůŝĐĂůǁŝŶĞƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶƐǁŝůůďĞĞǆƉůŽƌĞĚ͕
ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇĂŶĚƚĞƌƌĂŝŶŽĨ/ƐƌĂĞů͘
dŚŝƐƉƌŽŐƌĂŵŝƐĨƌĞĞƚŽĂůůǁŚŽǁŽƵůĚůŝŬĞƚŽĂƩĞŶĚĂŶĚůĞĂƌŶĂďŽƵƚ
/ƐƌĂĞůŝǁŝŶĞƐΘǁŝŶĞŵĂŬŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚǁŝŶĞŝŶ:ĞǁŝƐŚƚƌĂĚŝƟŽŶ͘
/ĨǇŽƵǁŝƐŚƚŽŚĂǀĞƚŚĞŇŝŐŚƚŽĨϱǁŝŶĞƐ͕ĂĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƟŽŶŽĨΨϭϴŵĂǇďĞ
ŵĂĚĞŽŶůŝŶĞǀŝĂƚŚĞĞƚŚůǁĞďƐŝƚĞ;ďĞƚŚĞů-Ŷů͘ŽƌŐͿ͕ŽƌŵĂŝůĞĚƚŽƚŚĞ
ĞƚŚůŽĸĐĞ;W͘K͘ŽǆϭϯϭϬ͕EĞǁ>ŽŶĚŽŶ͕dϬϲϯϮϬͿ͘dŚĞĚĞĂĚůŝŶĞ
ĨŽƌƐŝŐŶŝŶŐƵƉĨŽƌƚŚĞǁŝŶĞƚĂƐƚŝŶŐŝƐ&ƌŝĚĂǇ͕&Ğď͘ϭϮ͘
tŝŶĞƉŝĐŬƵƉǁŝůůďĞĂƚƌŽƐƐƌŽĂĚƐƉƌŝŽƌƚŽƚŚĞƚĂůŬ͘
ΎWĞŽƉůĞƉŝĐŬŝŶŐƵƉƚŚĞǁŝŶĞŇŝŐŚƚŵƵƐƚďĞϮϭн͘
tŝŶĞƐǁŝůůďĞƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚďǇĚƌĂŵĞƌ
ŽĨ'ŽƌĚŽŶ͛ƐzĞůůŽǁ&ƌŽŶƚtŝŶĞΘ>ŝƋƵŽƌƐ͘

CTeen sisters Yaffah and Shoshana Ferber reflect on their experiences in CTeenU this
past semester. “It was a very interactive and enlightening class, making deep and complicated concepts of Judaism more tangible and accessible,” says Yaffah. “I gained practical knowledge for my everyday life.”
Shoshana sees the course as helping Jewish young adults find meaning, pride and
beauty in their Judaism. She remarks, “The course brings up important issues for today,
intertwining historical and religious themes and making them ever more relevant. I
highly recommend this course to any curious student of life seeking a purpose: the privilege of living a life that revolves around G-d.”
Both sisters anticipate continuing their studies with CTeenU.
For more information about CTeen University, visit CTeenU.com. Alternatively, contact Rabbi Aizik Schwei at CTeenEasternCT@gmail.com or (860) 772-4478.

Realtor Corner

What Happens When
Homeowners Leave
Their Forbearance Plans?

By Geoff Hausmann
According to the latest report from Black Knight,
Inc., a well-respected provider of data and analytics for mortgage companies, 6.48 million households have entered a forbearance plan as a result
of financial concerns brought on by the COVID-19
pandemic. Here’s where these homeowners stand
right now:
• 2,543,000 (39%) are current on their payments and have left the program
• 625,000 (9%) have paid off their mortgages
• 434,000 (7%) have negotiated a repayment
plan and have left the program
• 2,254,000 (35%) have extended their original
forbearance plan
• 512,000 (8%) are still in their original forbearance plan
• 116,000 (2%) have left the program and are
still behind on payments
This shows that of the almost 3.72 million homeowners who have left the program, only 116,000
(2%) exited while they were still behind on their
payments. There are still 2.77 million borrowers in
a forbearance program. No one knows for sure how
many of those will become foreclosures. There are,
however, three major reasons why most experts
believe there will not be a tsunami of foreclosures
as we saw during the housing crash over a decade
ago:
1. Almost 30% of borrowers in forbearance are
still current on their mortgage payments.
2. Banks likely don’t want to repeat the mistakes of 2008-2012 when they put large numbers
of foreclosures on their books. This time, many will
instead negotiate a modification plan with the borrower, which will enable households to maintain
ownership of the home.
3. With the significant equity homeowners have
today, many will be able to sell instead of going into
foreclosure.
Will there be foreclosures coming to the market? Yes. There are hundreds of thousands of foreclosures in this country each year. People experience economic hardships, and in some cases, are
not able to meet their mortgage obligations.
Here’s the breakdown of new foreclosures over
the last three years, prior to the pandemic:
• 2017: 314,220
• 2018: 279,040
• 2019: 277,520
Through the first three quarters of 2020 (the

latest data available), there were
only 114,780 new foreclosures.
If 10% of those currently in
forbearance go to foreclosure,
275,000 foreclosures would be
added to the market in 2021.
That would be an average year as
the numbers above show.

What happens if the number is
more than 10%?
If we do experience a higher
foreclosure rate from those in
forbearance, most experts believe the current housing market will easily absorb the excess
inventory. We entered 2020 with
1,210,000 single-family homes
available for purchase. At the
time, that was low and problematic. The market was experiencing high buyer demand, and we
needed more houses to meet
that demand. We’re now entering
2021 with 320,000 fewer homes
for sale, while buyer demand
remains extremely strong. This
means the housing market has
the capacity to soak up a lot of
inventory.

Bottom Line
There will be more foreclosures entering the market later
this year, especially compared to
the record-low numbers in 2020.
However, the market will be able
to handle the increase as buyer
demand remains strong.
Thanks to KCM for this article.
Please remember you can
search for homes at www.CallTheHouseMan.com. Do you have
a question about real estate?
Advice/responses will be
made by: Geoff Hausmann, RE/
MAX on the Bay, 860-443-4400,
Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com

Hadassah News

President’s Message
by Karen Bloustine
Not your mother’s Hadassah
By Karen Bloustine,
bloustinek@gmail.com
As I was thinking about my
contribution to this issue of The
Leader, I thought of the phrase:
“NOT YOUR MOTHER’S HADASSAH” and how true it is today. We
are being challenged to learn and
adapt new ways of communicating our messages and programs.
Just looking at all of the activities and programs in our chapter
shows how busy we are, even in
these unusual times.
We can participate in our own
chapter’s programs and are offered many from all over Connecticut
and surrounding areas. Last week, I participated in a paper cutting
workshop with an artist who lives in New Haven. Anyone want to do a
similar program for our chapter? There are also offerings from Hadassah International. If you are interested, contact me regarding membership, which includes a subscription to the highly regarded and awardwinning Hadassah Magazine.
And stay tuned for notices about our upcoming programs, including the 4th Annual Henny Simon Remembrance on April 11 and our
springtime annual Donor Gala.

Harriet Grayson Debuts
Her New Novel

On Tuesday, February 9 at 1 PM. Broadcast Live on Facebook
Page Channel 14 Norwich, Harriet Grayson will be interviewed on
Sheila Horvitz’s cable program TALK
BACK about her new novel “Rockaway Riptides.”
Harriet works as a grant-writer
for the Federation and has had a varied career as an urban planner, event
organizer, and fundraiser, but fiction
writing is her passion.
Inspired by her experiences at
Far Rockaway High School during
the turbulent 1960’s, “Rockaway Riptides” is a coming of age tale of tragedy and triumph.
Call 860-884-8945 for more information about access to the interview.

Hadassah Eastern CT
We’d love to hear from you.
Please feel free to call or write.
●
●
●
●

President: Karen Bloustine

bloustinek@gmail.com
860-326-6377
Membership: Moira Ross
moira29ross@hotmail.com
Donations: Treas. Vicki Seroussi 2 Mitchell Ct
Norwich, CT 06360
Cards/Certificates: Kim Fischburg kimfischburg@gmail.com
860-608-9223

Follow us on Facebook
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Journeys from Peril to Freedom
4th Annual Henny Simon Remembrance
Sunday, April 11, 2021 at 2:00 PM via Zoom
“I fought for Germany in World War I, I received the Iron Cross.
What can the Nazis do to us? We may have to work a bit harder or
not have a nice apartment.”
These are the words of Henny Simon’s father, Ludwig Rosenbaum,
musing on the fate of the Jews of Hanover, Germany as the Nazis
marched to power and doom was approaching. Like many German
Jews, he was loyal
to Germany, assimilated and relatively
prosperous. Henny’s
father had a house
painting
business
with two apprentices
and four associates.
The family had season
tickets for the opera
and enjoyed a rich
cultural life in Hanover. In the summer
of 1938, after the antisemitic Nuremberg
laws were passed
restricting
Jewish
life, and on the eve of
Helen Elperina
November 9 Kristallnacht, Ludwig Rosenbaum was arrested and jailed. What was to be his fate?
This program will explore the desperate search for refuge from
persecution and impending death faced by Jews - by hearing the personal stories of those rescued at crucial times in our history.
The stories of Ludwig Rosenbaum, Professor Laurence Tribe and
Helen Elperina converge in 1941.
America’s doors were mostly closed to immigration as a result of
laws passed in 1924 curtailing immigration from Germany and Eastern Europe from where millions of Jews escaped pogroms and persecution to settle in America from the 1880’s to the early 1920’s. By
1940, it was almost impossible to find a destination open for Jewish
immigration. Chaim Weizmann, the first President of Israel wrote in
1936: “The world seems to be divided into two parts - those places
where the Jews could not live and those where they could not enter.”
Before 1940 and the inception of the “final solution”, Hitler’s regime
was permitting release, if
one could find a country
that would take you in. In
order to get her father released from jail, Henny and
her mother tried feverishly
for a visa to any country.
With the help of the Jewish
Emigration Service, they
received a visa for Shanghai, China. Her father left
for Shanghai in April, 1940.
Henny’s father became one
of the over 20,000 Jews who
sought refuge in Shanghai
from Nazism. Henny and
her mother could not secure passage for themselves
and so their fate was sealed
- in the series of concentration camps, her mother’s
Henny Simon and her parents Ludwig murder, and Henny’s mi-

and Jenny Rosenbaum in 1940.

raculous survival.
When Henny’s father arrived
in Shanghai, Professor Tribe’s
parents were already living in
Shanghai, their families having
sought refuge from Belarus years
earlier. Laurence Tribe was born
on October 10, 1941 and spent
the first six years of his life in
Shanghai. The Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor on December 7,
1941 turned his life upside down
and he will tell that story.
And in that same year, in Belarus, where the Tribes were
from, Helen Elperina’s father,
Oleg Elperin, who was just 9
years old, convinced his mother
to heed a warning he heard to get
out of their home in the city of
Minsk. The Nazis were invading
the Soviet Union and Minsk and
its Jewish community would be
destroyed in the war. Oleg, with
his mother and brother, escaped,

Professor Laurence Tribe
just in time, to the far reaches of
the Soviet empire in Kazakhstan.
Helen was born in Minsk in 1955
and will continue her family’s
story of asylum and refuge from
the Soviet Union.
Professor Tribe is one of the
most renowned and respected
constitutional law experts in
America. Among his students are
Barack Obama, Supreme Court
Chief Justice John Roberts, Supreme Court Justice Elana Kagan,

JOURNEYS CONT. ON PG 13
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The year of Abir - 2011-12
By Abir Shamriz, Young Emissary 2011-12
It is difficult to sum up a full year of unforgettable experiences and people. Nine years ago, the Greater New
London community adopted me and made me one of its
members. My year was not routine, following the early

I lived with The Krasners for the first 4.5 months. It was
fun hanging out with Ross, whenever possible. (I enjoyed
time with Thomas as well, however, he was mostly away at
school.) Robyn and Alan helped me acclimate to my new
I had the best Solomon Schechter School. I would
surroundings and provided lots of love and support, es- spend four days a week from morning till 3pm at SSA.
pecially once Lior had left. In mid-January, I moved to The I always looked forward to my days with the students
Fornaras before leaving for Israel for my two-and-a-half- and staff. Other than Gerald Lebon, the custodian at
week vacation home. When I returned, I stayed with The Beth-El who also helped out at Schechter, the entire
Fornaras for about
staff was made
another month where
up of women
I thoroughly enjoyed
- all of whom
spending time with
made me feel
their sons, Ryan and
like I had nine
Trevor (and Sharky,
more
moms
the stuffed crocodile
and treated me
I hope they rememlike their own
ber – a fond memory
son. There are
for me), and of course
no words to exwith Susan and Chris
press the feelwho were always
ing that I had
there for good conworking
with
versation and good
these amazing
times. I then moved
women!
I had the
The last day of Religious School at Emanu-El on May in with The Schwells
as, without having a
best colleges.
6, 2012.
partner, there was no
During my year,
one from Israel with
Hebrew
Cafe
departure of my partner, Lior Taub. However, the fact whom I could speak
was held at Cofthat I had so much support made up for her departure Hebrew and who truly
fee Grounds, the
understood the cul- Abir with Bnai Israel Religious School students on May 9, 2012 -- Lag coffee house on
from the program.
I had the best families. The Krasners (Robyn, Alan, ture and mindset from B’Omer, the perfect bonfire, and the last day of religious school.
the Connecticut
Thomas, and Ross), The Fornaras (Susan, Chris, Ryan, which I came. Truthfully, even with all the support, I was College campus where I met some students, people
and Trevor), The Schwells (Jerry and Debbie) and last, feeling a little distressed, especially after being home for from our Jewish community and, also attended by, none
but not least, The Goldsteins. (Lori, Bruce, Andrea, and two weeks. The Schwells, having lived in Israel and being other than the infamous and wonderful Susanne Weissfluent in Hebrew, gave me that which I was missing while mann. I’m not sure how much Hebrew everyone came
Hillary.)
working in the community on my own.
away with as we
While I didn’t live
also spoke a lot
with The Goldsteins,
about Israel and
they were a family
just had the best
I got to know well,
time
together.
as they were Lior’s
Linda and Lenny
host family for the
Cohen were parfew months she
ticularly
great
was here. They emstudents as they
braced me as their
were heading to
own and, even after
Israel with Jerry
Lior had left, always
Fischer on a miswelcomed me into
sion and were
their home, providanxious to have
ing me with love and
some Hebrew in
lots of adventures.
their “back pockI had the best
et” to use. When
synagogues. Workin Israel, they
ing
at
Temple
even visited with
Emanu-El, Beth-El, The day before Abir cut off his bleached hair.
my family where
Beth Jacob, Ahavath
they all enjoyed a
Abir with Emanu-El Religious School students on May 6, 2012 Achim and Temple Bnai Israel religious schools wonderful dinner together.
-- Lag B’Omer, the perfect bonfire, and the last day of religious gave me the opportunity to meet so many of the
I had the best mentors, all of whom were very
school.
kids around the community. Attending services special people to me. This was a group of people in the
and special programs at the synagogues was community who helped me along my journey throughsomething I enjoyed and always looked forward to.

ABIR CONT. ON PG 9
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ABIR

continued from page 8
out the year. You know who you are, so I won’t list
names here.
In short, I had the best community without a
doubt!
After my year of service, I enlisted in the Air Force
and was appointed as the Military Secretary of a Brigadier General in the Air Force. A fascinating role full of
experiences that I, unfortunately, cannot share.
After I was discharged from the Air Force, I moved to
Kibbutz Nir Oz, which is located near Gaza.

Abir in the office, clearly deep in thought, working
away in the office on St. Patty's day. LOL! SO ABIR!!

I worked in the kibbutz’s dairy
farm, mainly milking cows, and caring
for them (which I did in the past, so the
work was not foreign to me.)
After about half a year, I left with
a friend to travel in Central and South
America. I visited Cuba, Mexico, Guatemala, and Peru for four months where
I traveled and experienced different cultures, ways of life, people, and
foods. From there, I flew for two weeks
to travel in Germany and the Netherlands.
After returning to Israel, I moved to
Kibbutz Ein Hashlosha, which is also
located near Gaza and is adjacent to
Kibbutz Nir Oz. There I also worked
on a dairy farm and specialized in the
care of cows and calves. Kibbutz Ein
Hashlosha was established by Jews
Jr Youth Group at Dave & Buster's, the end of year event.
from South America, so I continued
the South American experience on the
paring 528,000 pounds of cow food. I see my near future
kibbutz with a unique Latin atmosphere. The period on in cattle or agriculture, as these are the things I enjoy
the kibbutzim near the Gaza Strip was also difficult due the most. I am now working towards a degree in this
to several rounds of fighting against Hamas in which the field. The work is demanding, especially on top of my
kibbutz suffered property damage but, fortunately, no ca- studies, but I enjoy it very much and it brings a smile
sualties.
to my face.
After about a year, I moved to Haifa with my two best
I hope the coronavirus period is nearing an end; then
friends from high school. I continued to work on a dairy we can return to the simple life and march towards a
farm belonging to Kibbutz Yagur, located near Haifa. better future.
Working on the farm, I progressed to the position of Herd
I’d love to hear from you – the community that welManager. In that role, I was responsible for all the cows comed and embraced me unconditionally. The best way
on the dairy farm which, in my case, was about 420 cows to reach me is through WhatsApp. Feel free to reach out
and about 200 calves. I oversaw their nutrition and health to Marcia Reinhard at mreinhard@jfec.com for my
as well as managed a team of nine employees. It was a phone number. You can also call the federation office at
challenging job that lasted about two years, after which I 860-442-8062 and speak to Mimi or Marcia.
decided to end my role to start focusing on an area that I
Love you,
enjoyed a lot: the nutrition of cows.
Abir Shamriz
About a week ago I started working at a cow feeding
(The Guy with the Gorilla Mask)
center. Every day I am part of a team responsible for pre-

Abir at Sacred Heart Catholic School when he was
writing all the students’ names in Hebrew. They loved
him!

Casey Mazzella, Abir, Evelyn Luner, and Abe Feldman
enjoy skating at the ice rink in New London the winter
of 2011-12.

Abir at Conn College during a special program with
students and a group of emissaries from other communities.
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CONT. FROM PG 1

Hebrew Cafe at Conn College - the last one before Abir left for Israel
for his two and a half weeks home in Israel during February 2012.
becoming apparent that Lior was really struggling. After numerous
conversations with Jerry and Sharon Conway (the SNEC Young Emissary Director), we decided it was best to send Lior home. Asaf Ron, the
person whose brainchild was this wonderful program back in the late
‘90’s, was coming to visit and check in on all the emissaries as he had
done every year up to that point. When he left, Lior was on the plane
with him back to Israel. We hated to see her go but knew this was in
her best interest and that of the program.
Thankfully, it was relatively early in the year and Abir would have
lots of time to navigate his way through the many months ahead as the
sole emissary in Eastern CT. He had the loving support of The Krasners, the Schechter staff, the rabbis and staff at all the temples and
religious schools’ and of course, the staff at the Federation, especially
Jerry and me. I recall one of my earliest conversations with him when
the reality hit that he would be doing the year by himself. I told him
very clearly, “Abir, you are only one person, and NO ONE expects you to
do the job of two people. You will do the best you can, and I will help
you along the way, but you cannot do the job of two people.” To which
Abir, in his very Israeli way, basically told me to stop talking ‘cause he
was going to do everything! And he did!
Abir attended many Junior and Senior youth group events, did programs every week with Jewish Community High School, worked hard
at Schechter and the religious schools, attended as many synagogue
events as was humanly possible, found time with his host families
even though he spent many hours at home preparing for programs
and activities.
It was thanks to Abir that we now have our big Yom Ha’Atzmaut
event. In the years leading up to Abir, we would invite the community
for a party with Falafel, some Israeli dancing, a short presentation by
our emissaries about Yom Hazikaron (Israel’s Memorial Day) followed
by a presentation about Israel. Through the years, the numbers continued to decline. In the year prior, when Shai, Asaf and Shai’s parents
put together the Mimouna celebration we had a crowd of about 150.
A week later, there were maybe 50 for Yom Ha’Atzmaut. In Abir’s year,
there were only about 20-30. We had two to three tables of people. No
more. Abir was devastated. Jerry and I had been talking about turning Yom Ha’Atzmaut over to the emissaries for a while, so with Abir’s
strong encouragement, that’s exactly what we did. He promised to return to Israel and let the next emissaries know it was up to them to
turn the event around. And turn it around they did which you will read
about in the next edition of the Jewish Leader.
I wish I had enough room to write about the many shenanigans
with Abir and the numerous events that stood out. I will share just a
few funny Abir stories.
There was the time he dyed his hair for the religious school students (I don’t remember why) and the time we went with the Sr Youth
Group kids ice skating at the fake ice-skating rink that was constructed
in New London. It was hilarious trying to skate on fake ice. (I believe
that was it’s one and only year.) There was the kids’ Purimshpiel at
Temple Emanu-El when Abir appeared on the Bimah in the middle of
the shpiel wearing the Gorilla Mask The Krasners gave him and St. Pat-

rick’s Day when I walked in to the
office to find Abir sitting at his
desk wearing a leprechaun hat
on his head.
There were the preparations
for his last classes at all the religious schools which were coinciding with Lag B’Omer. He kept
talking about making a bonfire for each group. Not all the
schools could be outdoors, and
I kept telling him they couldn’t
be real bonfires. We went back
and forth about how the bonfire
could not be real as he wanted
me to think they would be. Abir
loved to “yank my chain.” His
bonfires were picture perfect!
Abir had a bigger challenge
than most emissaries. Where
there were usually two, he was
now one. He effortlessly made
connections and strong relationships wherever he went and with
so many people in our community. I remember how tight he and

Abir with Debbie & Jerry Schwell in Afula, Israel, December 2017
Susanne Weissman were and how close he became with Lenny and
Linda Cohen who attended Hebrew Café. He was adored by everyone
at Schechter, at all the religious schools and even at the public schools
of which there were many visits. All I have to do is mention his name
and a smile comes on the face of whomever I am speaking with. People
just loved Abir and he loved us just as much. He still does.
I don’t know anyone who doesn’t remember Abir. He was everywhere in our community which is why his year has become known as
“The Year of Abir!” That says it all!

Kate Middleton has emotional call
with Holocaust Survivors

By Maddy Albert, Kveller
On January 27, in honor of International Holocaust Memorial Day, to multiple camps — and makKate Middleton, the Duchess of Cambridge, met with two Holocaust ing close friendships with fellow
survivors over an emotional video call. As reported by the Times of Jewish boys, including Goldberg,
Israel, the two survivors, Zigi Shipper and Manfred Goldberg, had met in camps throughout his childthe royal couple three years ago: They accompanied Prince William hood — after the war, he was
and the Duchess on a historic visit to Stutthof concentration camp in finally reunited with his mother
in England. Upon arriving in EngPoland in 2017.
During the conversation, Shipper and Goldberg recall the 2017 land, Shipper remembers, “I had
meeting as a “highlight of their lives.” When Goldberg pulls out a photo everything I wanted but I did not
from that day, Kate, sitting in a beautiful living room with two green have my friends.”
Kate adds that she is very glad
plants — very “on brand” for Tu Bishvat, a Jewish holiday that this
Shipper
ultimately made a beauyear begins on the same day as International Holocaust Memorial Day
tiful
life
for
himself in the UK, re— smiles and says that it “seems like yesterday.”
membering
that he met his wife
The video call included Shipper and Goldberg — whom the Duchin
England.
“And
today have two
ess calls by their first names — as well as youth ambassadors from
daughters,
six
grandchildren,
and
the Holocaust Education Trust, a British charity that aims “to educate
five
great
grandchildren,”
he
says.
young people from every background about the Holocaust and the im“What a life I have.”
portant lessons to be learned for today,” according to their web site.
Kate — who is, of course,
Shipper, 91, and Goldberg, 90, met at a concentration camp as teens
herself
a mom of three: Prince
in 1944.
Goldberg, who was born in Kassel, Germany, was 11 when he was George, 7; Princess Charlotte, 5;
first sent to a Nazi labor camp. At one point, Goldberg recalls that he and Prince Louis, 2 — remarked
lied to the Nazis, saying that he was 17 rather than 14 — which made on the pair’s incredible resilhim more eligible for physical labor rather than immediate execution. ience, and that their commitment
Goldberg had the distinct luck of being reunited with both of his par- KATE CONT. ON PG 12
ents in England after the war,
remarking that this blessing was
Custom Tub & Shower
“one in a million” for Holocaust
Enclosures
survivors. His reunion with his
CO., INC
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parents was bittersweet, howev• All-Glass Enclosures
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er, given that his younger brothF
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er was killed in a concentration
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camp at age 9.
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As for Shipper, who was born
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to a Jewish family in Poland, he
was kidnapped on a train to
151 Jefferson Avenue • New London, CT 06320
Auschwitz and ultimately sent
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to a labor camp. After traveling
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Distressing archaeology
By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
Distressing evidence has emerged from searches at the Sobibor
death camp in Poland. Personal identity tags made of metal belonging to four Jewish children from Amsterdam, aged five to eleven,
were recovered from archaeological excavations being carried out at
the camp. The tags were metal pendants worn around the children’s

Dutch Jewish child victims of the Holocaust. David Jacob & Deddie
Zak.
necks, bearing their names, date of birth and the name of their hometown. The bizarre archaeological excavation, begun prior to the construction of a new visitors’ center at the camp, is being carried out by
an archaeological team comprised of Wojciech Mazurek from Poland,
Yoram Haimi from the Israel Antiquities Authority and Ivar Schute
from Holland, with the assistance of local residents.
The children whose identity tags were found are Lea Judith De La
Penha, Deddie Zak, Annie Kapper, and David Juda Van der Velde.
According to Yoram Haimi, “As far as we know, identity tags with
children’s names have only been found at Sobibor, and nowhere else.
Since the tags are different from each other, it is evident that this was
probably not some organized effort. The children’s identity tags were
prepared by their parents, who were probably desperate to ensure
that the children’s relatives could be located in the chaos of the Second
World War. Lea, Annie and Deddie’s tags have enabled us to link faces
and stories to the names, which until now had only been anonymous
entries in Nazi lists. Archaeological excavation provides us with an opportunity to tell the victims’ stories and to honor their memory.”
To discover the children’s details, the archaeologists contacted the

The remains today of the Sobibor death damp.

Herinneringscentrum
Kamp
Westerbork,
which was used as a
transit camp during the
Holocaust for Jews being deported from Holland to the death camps
in Eastern Europe and
is now a visitors’ center and a memorial site.
“I have been excavating at Sobibor for ten
years,” explained Yoram
Haimi, “but this is the
hardest day I have ever
had. As we stood holding the tags in the field,
beside the crematoria, Dutch Jewish child victim of the Holocaust. Deddie Zak’s identity tag.
we contacted Westerwhich contained 1255 Jews in 25 wagons. The train reached Sobibor
bork and we gave them
the names. They responded al- on 2 April 1943 and all those on board were murdered in the camp’s
most immediately. By email, we gas chambers.
David Juda Van der Velde died aged 11. Half a broken aluminum
received photos of smiling young
children. The hardest thing was identity tag found to the west of the gas chambers. David’s initials
to learn that some of the children are engraved on it, D.J.V/D and the address is engraved below, PRES.
whose tags we held in our hands RD.... Beneath the address is the city, AMSTERD.... The lower line conreached Sobibor on a children’s tains the beginning of David’s date of birth, GEB 21-, or 21 November
transport – 1300 little children, 1932. David and his family were deported on transport number 5 from
Westerbork to Sobibor on 30 March 1943 and
reached Sobibor camp on 2 April 1943, where
they were immediately taken to the gas chambers.
Lea Judith De La Penha. Died aged 6.
Engraved aluminum pendant found near
the camp’s railway platform. First name Lea Judith, surname De La Penha, born 11 May 1937,
AMSTERDAM.
Deddie Zak died aged 8.
Deddie’s name appears on a charred metal
tag found in one of the crematoria. Engraved
with his name, Deddie Zak, his date of birth
23.02.35, and his family address, Amsterdam.
Uiterwaardenstraat 71 lll. Deddie was deported to the camp on the so-called ‘kindertransport’ named after the large number of children
it carried to their death. About a third of the
3017 Jews deported to Sobibor from Vught via
Dutch Jewish child victims of the Holocaust. Lea De La Westerbork concentration camp were children
Penha (R) with family friend.
aged four to eight, many of them without their
parents. Deddie was murdered with his family
aged 4–8, who were sent here to when they reached Sobibor camp on 11 June 1943. He was only eight
die alone, without their parents. years old. © ASHERNET
I looked at the photos and asked
myself, how could anyone have
been so cruel?”
These are the names of the
children.
Annie Kapper’s aluminum
identity tag was found near one
of the mass graves.
Annie’s name is engraved on
one side of the tag, with the family’s address in Amsterdam. AMSTERDAM Z. HOLLAND. On the
other side of the tag is Annie’s
date of birth: - GEBOREN JANUARI 1931. The Kapper family was
deported to Sobibor on 30 March
1943, in the fifth transport,

The reverse of Annie Kapper’s tag.
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Bearing Witness: The alarming rise of white
supremacy in the US and globally
“In the United States and around the globe, white supremacy is taking hold, and with it the kinds of hate we affirm we’ll fight each time we say ‘Never Again.’”
By Rhoda Smolow and Janice Weinman
Recent startling and historic events have confirmed
what the Department of Homeland Security and FBI documented in their “White Supremacist Extremism Poses Persistent Threat of Lethal Violence” report. Their findings?
White supremacist violence was responsible for more US
fatalities than any other category of domestic terrorists
since 2000.
As we enter 2021, we’re witnessing the terrifying, continued rise of white supremacy — in the United States and
around the globe. It is taking hold, and with it the kinds of
hate we affirm we’ll fight each time we say “Never Again.”

In the US, the Growth of Militias
This rise of white supremacy, of course, is closely tied
to the rise of antisemitism. For many of us, the 2017 “Unite
the Right” rally in Charlottesville marked a turning point:
the threat of white supremacy in contemporary America
could no longer be ignored, as armed marchers in Nazi
garb assembled. To this day, many of us still hear the visceral echoes of their chant: “Jews will not replace us.” And
we continue to mourn Hadassah member Lori GilbertKaye, who was fatally shot during the 2019 Poway synagogue attack.
Since then, white supremacist paramilitary groups have continued to mobilize across the US, thriving behind the closed doors of
chat rooms. Now they have begun emerging from the shadows, taking a more defiant and public form, including in armed militias. This
trend has played a role in the horrific and alarming insurgence at
the US Capitol. Not only were the basic principles of our democracy
violated, but we saw a terrifying attempt to legitimize hate through
mass assaults. And this Wednesday, the Department of Homeland
Security issued a warning for domestic terrorism.
As we have seen already in 2021, the threat they pose is very
real. Back in October, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
issued its first Threat Assessment Report, finding domestic violent
extremists — specifically white supremacist extremists — to be
“the most persistent and lethal threat in the Homeland.”
“I am particularly concerned about white supremacist violent
extremists who have been exceptionally lethal in their abhorrent,
targeted attacks in recent years,” wrote DHS Acting Secretary Chad
F. Wolf.
Just a few days after the release of the report, headlines announced the foiled plot by extremists to kidnap Michigan Gov.
Gretchen Whitmer, one which included members of the Wolverine
Watchmen now accused of threatening to “instigate civil war.”
Philip Roth’s “The Plot Against America” seems just a little less
far-fetched with each news cycle dominated by organized, premeditated acts of hate by white supremacists and extremists. Particularly after January 6, which we witnessed in horror, including the rioter
in a Camp Auschwitz sweatshirt and another waving a Confederate
flag in the Capitol Rotunda.
The prevalence of this kind of extremism is not something we
can afford to ignore. That’s why Hadassah joined the call for stronger hate crime laws and better mechanisms to report these crimes
by supporting the NO HATE Act. Back in 2019, the Southern Poverty
Law Center tracked 940 hate groups across the United States. The
numbers are growing. And it’s not just in the United States.

Overseas: Nazi-era Tropes Return
Meanwhile in Europe, we’re seeing a similar surge in white supremacy, paired with anti-immigrant rhetoric, the growth of the
radical right, and a horrific flood of Nazi-era tropes and neo-Nazi

expressions.
The ADL has been documenting this “internationalization
and weaponization of white supremacy.” As Sharon Nazarian,
ADL Senior VP for International
Affairs, has said: “On both sides
of the Atlantic, racist and xenophobic views are seeping into
mainstream social discourse.
This growing network of hate has
emboldened white supremacists
who see themselves as part of
a global movement to ‘save the
white race.’”
And perhaps most disturbing
is seeing Germany caught up in
this trend. As New York Times
Berlin bureau chief Katrin Bennhold reported on QAnon: “As the
US conspiracy theory goes global,
it has found fertile ground in the
putsch fantasies and anti-Semitic
tropes long popular on Germany’s far-right fringe.”
Elsewhere in Germany, 29 police officers were suspended for
sharing 126 extremist images in
five chat rooms, including “swastikas, a fabricated picture of a
refugee in a gas chamber and the
shooting of a Black man.”
White supremacist militias
and killing sprees are not bound
by borders. It’s been less than
two years since Brenton Harrison Tarrant shot to death 51 worshippers — including a 3-yearold clinging to her father — at
two mosques in Christchurch,
New Zealand.
Heeding History: The Dangers
of Unchecked White Supremacy
“Those who fail to learn from
history are condemned to repeat it,” Winston Churchill said
in a 1948 speech to the House of
Commons, paraphrasing George
Santayana. To be sure, Churchill
didn’t speak out against all bigotry. But in 1933, as biographer
Martin Gilbert writes in a back
issue of Hadassah Magazine,
Churchill was among the first
British policymakers to denounce
Nazi policies and link “Nazi expansionism with the persecution
of the Jews from the earliest days
of Nazi rule.”
At Hadassah, we’ve spoken
about the urgent need for Holocaust education, leading the
charge for the passage of the
Never Again Education Act. Without an understanding of Nazism
and the Holocaust, fewer Ameri-

cans are able to recognize the threat posed by the recent rise of white
supremacy — or understand just how extreme this kind of extremism
can be. On January 6, that started to change.
Understanding exactly what antisemitism is, is key to fighting it.
The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance is doing just that,
building international consensus around a working definition of antisemitism, a much-needed tool to those working around the world to
fight it — as it emerges on the far right and the far left. To that end,
Hadassah is playing a leadership role in efforts to garner US congressional support for this definition and, in a January 2021 policy statement, committed to advancing the definition globally.
The connection between white supremacy and antisemitism is just
as clear-cut now as it was in the 1930s, and today includes Holocaust
denial. After years of advocacy, Facebook announced key changes that
will ban Holocaust denial on its platform. (Hadassah has regularly met
with Facebook officials and a team of Jewish leaders on this and other
issues.)
The Nazis left us with a moral obligation not only to never forget
but to not be silent. If we are, the white supremacists will continue to
shift from the fringes to the mainstream. That is why we must always
speak out in the face of demonization or dehumanization of anyone,
based on their race, ethnicity, or religion.
Rhoda Smolow is Hadassah National President. Janice Weinman is
Hadassah Executive Director/CEO.

KATE
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to educating the next generation shows “extreme strength and such
bravery.”
At the end of the call, two youth ambassadors joined to discuss
their commitment to Holocaust education. Kate offers her appreciation for their work, noting, “All generations have a role to play in making sure that the stories like we’ve heard from Zigi and Manfred today
live on and ensure the lessons we learned are not repeated in future
generations.”
This video call is an incredibly meaningful way to honor — in a
pandemic-friendly manner — these remarkable Holocaust survivors.
This is not the Duchess’s first meaningful tribute on International Holocaust Memorial Day — last year, Kveller reported that the Duchess
created a poignant series of photographs with Holocaust survivors
and their grandchildren in collaboration with Holocaust Memorial Day
Trust, the Jewish News, and the Royal Photographic Society.
While it would have been impossible to recreate that kind of faceto-face tribute in this moment of coronavirus, Kate’s effort this year
to honor the experiences of Jews in the Holocaust was both thoughtful and powerful. Thank you, Kate, and our hearts go out to all of our
fellow Jewish families who were affected by the Holocaust. This Holocaust Remembrance Day, and every day, let’s continue to share survivors’ remarkable stories of triumph over tragedy.
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Attorney General Merrick Garland, Senator Ted Cruz, Congressmen
Adam Schiff, and Jamie Raskin. He has written important treatises on
constitutional law and other books on important issues including impeachment, abortion and the environment. He has advocated for clients in the Supreme Court in over 30 cases and has been an advisor to
Democratic candidates and presidents on election and constitutional
issues. He credits his Jewish roots and values for the causes he champions. He says: “I developed a sense of the enormous, great luck in
managing to survive, giving me a strong feeling that I had an obligation
to pay it forward.” He remains a sought-after expert in the media and
the press, writing articles and appearing often to discuss the burning
constitutional and election issues of our day.
Helen Elperina comes from a family of teachers in the former Soviet
Union. Her parents and grandparents were all teachers. She studied to
become an engineer and then turned to teaching in her home city of
Minsk. When she arrived in New London in 1990 through the efforts of
the Jewish Federation and the Refugee Resettlement Program, she immediately worked toward language proficiency and a teaching certificate. Since 1994, she has been a celebrated physics teacher at Branford
High School where she expanded the department, developed innovative programs, and is recognized as a leader in her field. In 2007-2008,
she was chosen as Branford’s “Teacher of the Year”. Helen received an
Immigrant Award from the State of Connecticut for her contributions
to her community and profession. She considers herself an ambassador of goodwill as a refugee and believes in giving back to her community. Helen serves as Vice-President for Community Programs on the
board of the Jewish Federation of Eastern CT.
Henny Simon was a life-member of Hadassah, a Holocaust survivor, and a beloved Holocaust educator in our community. The Eastern Connecticut chapter of Hadassah established the Henny Simon
Remembrance four years ago, in her memory, to highlight the values
she championed by her courage and example. Each year, the program
strives to enlighten and educate on issues of history, culture, and diversity, and to continue her legacy of advocacy for peace, tolerance,
and justice in a troubled world.
The Rose & Sigmund Strochlitz Holocaust Resource Center of the Jewish Federation of Eastern Connecticut is a supporter and sponsor of this
program.
Members on the Hadassah Email blast list will receive a link for
the Zoom program. Others can contact President Karen Bloustine bloustinek@gmail.com to RSVP and give their email address for the link.
Stay tuned for coming stories related to this program - on the life and
times of Professor Laurence Tribe, Helen Elperina, Shanghai Jews, and
the history of Jewish immigration in the Diaspora.

STELLA
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Perhaps the greatest scandal occurred in 2003, when then-owner
of Stella D’Oro, Kraft Foods, announced it was discontinuing the traditional (pareve) Swiss fudge recipe and replacing the chocolate filling with a dairy version. Following public outcry, Kraft clarified this
substitution was being “reconsidered,” eventually reversing course.
There was much rejoicing, especially by one superfan, Yaakov Kornreich of Flatbush in Brooklyn, who dubbed the cookies so “addictive”
that “they should come with a surgeon general’s warning.”
Stella D’Oro aficionados (Italian, Jewish, both and neither) continue to be highly vocal in their opinions, and the company in turn has
been receptive to the taste vagaries of its consumer public. In 2014,
the beloved Lady Stella collection was brought out of its five-year retirement in response to consumer demand. To commemorate the occasion, Stella D’Oro gifted loyalists with coupons for gratis goodies and
donated 100,000 cookies to families in need.
So now that we have resolved why one can quibble as to whether
Stella D’Oro is a “Jewish” or “Italian” thing, here is a better question:
Does it matter?
For me, an ardent lover of Jewish cuisine and proud Italian American, the cookies’ cultural and religious connotations are trumped by
something more important: their role in so many cherished family
suppers.

PITCH
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for Israel to obtain the coronavirus antidote due to his close
friendship with whoever is producing the virus antidote. Viewers were treated to a close-up of
Netanyahu as his personal doctor plunged the anti-virus needle
into the Prime Minister’s arm on
live TV.
Another favorite location of
the Prime Minister is being seen
at Ben Gurion International Airport as a plane lands carrying
more supplies of corona-19 antivirus vials. It is true that Netanyahu has done a great deal to ensure Israel get the anti-virus, but
surely, he has much more important and better things to do at his
office in Jerusalem, rather than
welcoming yet another plane
load of corona-19 vials at Ben
Gurion Airport.
Netanyahu’s calls for compliance with the rules of wearing a
mask in public and observing the
additional rule of not gathering
in large groups makes good sense
in the control of the epidemic.
However, the Prime Minister
seems unable – or unwilling – to
control the ultra-Orthodox whose
leaders routinely encourage their
followers to ignore the ‘rules’ to
the detriment of everybody. Covid-19 infections are currently
the highest in Israel in the ultraOrthodox religious sector, as the
ultra-Orthodox leaders and their
religious followers, currently in
the Knesset fail to observe the
basic rules of dealing with this
deadly virus.
It is hard to understand how
the ultra-Orthodox leaders fail to
understand and act on the government recommendations. Yeshivot (religious seminaries) are
operating almost as if there was
no health problem. Young, extreme religious youth, protest in
the streets, sometimes violently
by clashing with the police, or
in one case even setting fire to a
bus – all this as the number of infections and deaths among ultraOrthodox adherents continues
to climb, well above the national
average.
Politicians today are more
divided than ever. The electorate will have the choice of many
names and parties to support.
Netanyahu is making a big effort
to get support from Israeli Arabs.
Never has the Likud made such
efforts to cull votes from this
sector of the Israeli public. The
Prime Minister also must con-

Prime Minister Netanyahu at the start of a cabinet meeting on Jan.
25 in Jerusalem. The two outside flags are the Moroccan national
flags, placed there to celebrate the fact that Israel and Morocco
have just established diplomatic relations.
tend with almost weekly demonstrations in Jerusalem and his hometown of Caesarea, demanding that he step down. Currently Netanyahu
is in the early stages of a court case in which he has been indicted on
charges of bribery, fraud, and breach of trust. Charges which he says
he is completely innocent.
New parties, new affiliations and new individuals are all vying for
the support of the electorate. Despite the uncertainties Israelis will go
off to vote for their party choice. It is not certain who will be the victors in this round of elections. The political system in Israel, although
democratic is also very flawed.
The problem is mainly one of representation. Loyalty is to the party, not to the electors who put the politicians into the Jerusalem parliament. Cities and towns in Israel do not have a ‘member of Knesset’
who they can contact on important local matters. Equally there are
some members of Knesset who should not be standing for election due
to their past legal woes.
Cities and towns the length and breadth of the country should also
have politicians that represent a particular city or town’s citizens.
Many times, local problems need to be aired in a parliament and somebody needs to be the city or town’s spokesperson. In Israel there is no
such system – party loyalty is everything.
Israel is an amazing place. Despite shortcomings in its political arena, the country and its people never fail to amaze. It is no accident that
Israel is referred to as ‘the start-up nation’. It is a nation that despite
the horrors of the ‘Shoah’ leads most of the world with its innovation
and creativity.
Today Israel is bucking the trend by its establishment of new friendships with nations who, not a long time ago, were sworn enemies. The
shortcomings described earlier will not be solved overnight, but the
Israeli citizens will deal with these anomalies in their good time.
In global terms the Israeli population is small, but as Aesop said
some two and a half thousand years ago, ‘the best things come in small
packages.’ © ASHERNET
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Jewish groups condemn Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene

Obituaries

By Ben Sales, JTA
Marjorie Taylor Greene, the Republican congresswoman who has
advanced a range of dangerous conspiracy theories, including some
that are explicitly anti-Semitic, is refusing to step down or even apologize, despite increasingly fierce criticism from Jewish groups and others.
Among Greene’s critics are right-wing and centrist Jewish groups
that do not frequently criticize Republican lawmakers or elected officials at all.
“I will never back down,” Greene said in a defiant statement Friday
afternoon, one day after revelations of one of her conspiracy theoryfilled Facebook posts from 2018 thrust the term “Jewish space lasers”
into public discourse.
In the post, the freshman congresswoman from Georgia theorized
that the Rothschild family was involved in starting California wildfires
using lasers from space. Invoking conspiratorial control by the Rothschild banking family over world events is a centuries-old anti-Semitic
stereotype, and it is also a theme in the pro-Trump QAnon conspiracy
theory that Greene has promoted.
On Friday, the Republican Jewish Coalition released a statement
condemning Greene and saying that it is “working closely with the
House Republican leadership regarding next steps” in demonstrating
that Greene is “far outside the mainstream of the Republican Party.”
The forceful statement represented an advance over the group’s

Benjamin “Ben”
Rosenfeld

Westerly, RI -- Mr. Benjamin “Ben” Rosenfeld, of 4 Deer
Run, Westerly, RI, passed away on Thursday, January 21,
2021, at home, with his best friend holding his hand. He was
91 years old. Ben was born on August 31, 1929, in Sosnowiec, Poland, the second son of Abram and Rozia Rosenfeld.
At the beginning of the second world war, Ben fled the
frontlines with his brother and mother, only to end a few
months later in the Lodz Ghetto. The family lived in deplorable conditions until mid-1944 when he, with his brother
and mother, boarded the trains to the Auschwitz concentration and extermination camps.
Ben and his brother survived a series of concentration
and forced labor camps together and were liberated by U.S.
Forces from Camp Wels, Austria, in May 1945. Ben’s mother did not
survive Auschwitz. After a brief time in Italy, Ben settled in Manchester, England where he met Martha. Ben built a pocketbook design and
manufacturing business and, with Martha, raised three children.
Ben later divorced and, on a fortuitous vacation in Switzerland, met
his future wife, Marcelle. Ben and Marcelle immigrated to the United
States in the mid-80s, coming to Westerly in 2000. After Marcelles Alzheimer’s diagnosis, Ben devotedly cared for Marcelle at home until it
was no longer possible. She then moved to the memory care unit of the
Royal Nursing Home, where he visited her multiple times a day until
the pandemic hit.
Over the years, Ben rarely spoke, if at all, of his time in the ghetto or
the camps. That was, until 1998 when the Shoa (Holocaust) Foundation, founded by Steven Spielberg, invited him to give oral testimony
to his life as a survivor. In the spring of 2019, after meeting Westerly
High School’s history teacher Mr. Servidio, he shared his experiences
with high school students. He had planned to continue speaking with
the students, “lest we forget.”
Ben was independent, opinionated, worldly. Could talk history, philosophy, opera, religion, and automobiles. He enjoyed traveling, skiing
and had a passion for tennis (he enjoyed winning). Last but not least,
a cup of coffee and a sweet treat with friends, he valued friendship.
Ben is survived by his wife, Marcelle, his children Rosalin, Julie,
Daniel, stepchildren Rene and Jill, his grandchildren Robbie, Nick, and
Ritchie and his first wife Martha, and his beloved cat Ginger. A special thanks go to his very special team of caregivers, Toni, Jackie, Kim,
Kim2, and Karen.

comments Friday morning, in
which it emphasized that it had
supported her Republican primary opponent and then not
backed her. The group supported
a successful primary challenge
last year to Steve King, a Republican congressman from Iowa who
had a string of associations with
white supremacists.
“The RJC has never supported or endorsed Marjorie Taylor
Greene,” the statement said. “We
are offended and appalled by her
comments and her actions. We
opposed her as a candidate and
we continue to oppose her now.”
Also on Friday afternoon,
the Conference of Presidents of
Major American Jewish Organizations released a statement
condemning Greene. It is rare
for the conference, which represents groups with a wide range of
ideological orientations, to speak
out directly against an elected official.
“We are outraged by the
statements, past and present, of
Representative Marjorie Taylor
Greene. She routinely traffics in
unfounded conspiracy theories
that are often anti-Semitic in nature,” the group said in its statement. “There must be a swift and
commensurate response from
congressional leadership making clear that this conduct cannot
and will not be allowed to debase
our politics.”
Jewish groups are far from
alone in pressing for action to be
taken against Greene. Also this
week, several of her colleagues
in Congress announced that they
do not feel safe working with her.

Cori Bush, a freshman congresswoman from Missouri who is Black,
said she would move her office away from Greene’s after multiple altercations.
The mounting criticism came after a video emerged of Greene
confronting a survivor of the 2018 school shooting in Parkland, Fla.,

Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-GA) wears a protective mask reading “Censored” at the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 13, 2021. (Stefani Reynolds/Getty Images)
badgering him for several blocks and calling him a coward. In since deleted social media comments, Greene endorsed the conspiracy theory
that the shooting was a so-called “false flag” operation (implying the
incident was either staged or planned by officials).
On Friday afternoon, Greene signaled — in a statement titled “A
Message to the Mob” — that she felt emboldened by the criticism.
“Every attack, every lie, every smear strengthens my base of support at home and across the country because people know the truth
and are fed up with the lies,” the statement said. “For me, it’s people
over politicians. It’s people over Big Money PACs. It’s people over powerful elite corporations and the Silicon Valley cartel who are trying to
cancel all of us.”
She added, “I will never back down. I will never give up. Because I
am one of you. And I will always represent you.”
Some Democratic members of Congress say Greene should be expelled from Congress, a move that would require a two-thirds vote
by her colleagues. That has happened only twice since the Civil War.
Republican leaders this week appointed her to the House’s education
committee.

Naomi Blinderman Eisenstein

Murrieta, CA -- Naomi Blinderman Eisenstein born in New Haven,
CT March 16, 1942.has passed on January 7, 2021 in Murrieta, CA.
Naomi is survived by many Eisenstein, Rosenthal, Weinburg and Blinderman family members.
She grew up in the New London/Waterford area. Her parents were
Tessie Weinberg and Toots Blinderman, and brother Reece Blinderman owned Blinderman Motor Lines in Waterford, CT where Naomi
worked with at the family business on and off until she graduated from
Waterford High School. Naomi led the band as a majorette and baton
twirler.
She enjoyed gathering with her many friends on the board walk in
Ocean Beach, eating pizza (without cheese) at Ocean Pizza and spending time with Joe (Poppy) and Sara (Monis) (owner of Eisenstein Jewish Delicatessen on Bank St, New London CT), as well as her sister/
brother-in-law Harriet and Norman Rosenthal of Thames St. She so
enjoyed being an aunt to the many nieces and nephews.
She then moved to California to Airline Hostess school in Hollywood CA. She married her lifetime friend and love Yale Benson Eisenstein of New London CT on July 30, 1961. Ben’s family was a longtime
member of Beth El Synagogue in New London CT.

She enjoyed working side by
side with her husband for many
years in the transportation business; selling Jafra cosmetics; and
being the best mom and grandma ever. She is known to all her
grandchildren as Gamma. They
moved to CA where they raised
five children, Michelle (Hugh)
Upchurch of Poway, CA, Traci
(Wayne) McCormick of San Marcos, CA , Jeffrey, Sean (Tracy) of
San Diego, CA and Danielle of
Murrieta, CA.
Their grandchildren Sasha
(Mike), Jakob (Monica), Mackenzie (Chad), Bailey, Tallon, Chloe
and two great grandchildren Nathan and Audrey. She will be forever in our memories.  
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The Merry Month of Adar
Last year, Covid-19 arrived in Israel just in time to dampen Purim
celebrations: The major holiday parades were cancelled, as were many
parties. Hopefully, this year Purim will mark a reversal in the coronavirus’s domination over our lives. This would only be appropriate because, after all, reversal is a key element in the Purim story: “the very
day on which the enemies of the Jews had expected to get them in their
power, the opposite happened, and the Jews got their enemies in their
power (Book of Esther, 9.1). The giddy, overwhelming, happy energy
caused by this reversal of fortune is so great that it joyfully sweeps up
the days preceding Purim as well as the days succeeding Purim. And
so, while Purim is officially marked on the 14th day of the Hebrew
month of Adar (on the 15th in Jerusalem), the whole month takes on
a festive role in the Jewish imagination: “When Adar begins, we make
merry” (Mishnah Ta’anit, 4:6).
Israeli children have a special way of fulfilling this commandment.
It’s called Takanon Adar—the rules of Adar. On Rosh Hodesh Adar
(which begins this year on Thursday night February 11), Takanon
Adar will come into effect in national-religious schools in Israel (ultraOrthodox schools and non-religious schools, it seems, are less committed to the Adar spirit).
Through the Takanon, students issue rules for their teachers that
must be followed--or else the teachers cannot teach. Thus, for the two
weeks leading up to Purim (which this year begins on Thursday night

February 25), there are specified
days when teachers must come
to class in slippers and pajamas,
when they must permit gumchewing in class, and when they
must start class by telling either
a joke or of a fadiha (a time when
they embarrassed themselves).
Of course, homework is very
much discouraged under the
rules for Adar.
This is my 24th Adar in Israel. The longer I am here, the
mellower is my attitude toward
school. Israelis are much less uptight about school than American
Jews. I don’t think that I ever cut
a class in high school; yet I didn’t
particularly think that I was a
goody-goody. (My children, however, assure me that I was one;
or as they say using the appropriate slang Hebrew word: “Face
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it, Dad, you were a super chnooon.”) I never
learned the art of cutting class (another
slang Hebrew word: l’havriz means “to cut”).
I was always concerned that I would get into
“trouble” or that it would be difficult for me
to make up missed assignments.
Israeli schools’ sort of take the guesswork
out of cutting by institutionalizing it. Kids,
especially in the upper grades, are routinely
let out of classes anytime a teacher is absent.
The educational system seems to tell the kids: we know that the most
important thing in high school is to socialize, and we’re going to allow
you a lot of opportunity to do this.
It turns out that the smartest girl in my high school class at the
Yeshivah of Flatbush also feels that she worked too hard in school. A
few years ago, we spent a Shabbat with Rina Polin (now Langer) and
her family at Kibbutz Ein Hanatziv. (Rina and her husband Meir made
aliyah 37 years ago and have four children.) I was astounded to hear
Rina—whom all the teachers adored—confess that, like me, she felt
that she did not socialize enough in high school. Thankfully, my children more than corrected for their father’s fault in this matter. Happy
Adar!

New administration unrolls Middle East policy

By Ron Kampeas, JTA
close to Biden, like Chris Coons it won’t be easy to reverse Trump’s policies, which included shutting
Statements and appearances by U.S. officials suggest the Biden ad- of Delaware, Robert Menendez down diplomatic relations and severing assistance to the Palestinian
ministration’s emerging Mideast strategy: reassuring Israel while re- of New Jersey and Ben Cardin of Authority. Biden must deal with a law passed by Congress that denies
suming ties with the Palestinians ruptured by President Joe Biden’s Maryland.
funding for the Palestinians as long as the Palestinian Authority pays
predecessor, Donald Trump.
There remain more differ- families of Palestinians who killed Israeli and American civilians. AnOn Tuesday, January 26, the acting ambassador to the United Na- ences between the Biden and other law makes it hard for a president to allow the Palestinians to retions outlined plans to reverse Trump administration policies conopen an office in Washington unless the P.A.
cerning the Palestinians.
agrees not to seek charges against Israel in
“The Biden administration will restore credible
the International Criminal Court.
U.S. engagement with Palestinians as well as Israelis,”
Trump also shut down a dedicated conRichard Mills said at a meeting of the U.N. Security
sulate for Palestinians in Jerusalem. ReCouncil, the first such appearance since Biden’s Jan.
opening that office could face resistance
20 inauguration.
from the Israeli government and the muMills, a career diplomat, is acting as U.N. envoy unnicipality.
til the Senate confirms Biden’s nominee.
At the same time, Biden officials are
“This will involve renewing U.S. relations with the
seeking to reassure Israel that they will
Palestinian leadership and Palestinian people, relasustain some of the tone and substance of
tions which have atrophied over the last four years,”
changes carried out under Trump.
Mills said. “President Biden has been clear in his inIn one of his first statements Jake Sultent to restore U.S. assistance programs that support
livan, Biden’s national security adviser,
economic development and humanitarian aid for the
described his first conversation with his
Palestinian people and to take steps to reopen diploIsraeli counterpart, Meir Ben Shabbat. They
matic missions that were closed by the last U.S. ad“discussed opportunities to enhance the
ministration.”
partnership over the coming months, inReassurance came Wednesday, when Biden’s Linda Thomas-Greenfield appears before the Senate Foreign Relations cluding by building on the success of Isranominee for U.N. ambassador told senators that she
Committee hearing on her nomination to be the U.N. ambassador, Jan. 27, el’s normalization arrangements with [the
would maintain some of the pro-Israel policies adUnited Arab Emirates], Bahrain, Sudan, and
2021. (Michael Reynolds-Pool/Getty Images)
vanced by Trump.
Morocco,” Sullivan said.
Linda Thomas-Greenfield said at her confirmation
Netanyahu administrations than
Thomas-Greenfield said she would build on the normalization
hearing that America would robustly push back against anti-Israel there were under Trump, but agreements, called the Abraham Accords, to encourage those counbias at the United Nations.
Biden is striving to tamp down Is- tries to change their approach at the United Nations and take an active
“I look forward to standing with Israel, standing against the unfair raeli anxieties about his revival of role in countering anti-Israel actions there.
targeting of Israel, the relentless resolutions that are proposed against some Obama-era policies, when
“If they’re going to recognize Israel in the Abraham Accords, they
Israel unfairly,” she said.
he served as vice president. For need to recognize Israel at the United Nations,” she said.
Her remarks recalled one of the final acts of the Obama administra- instance, Biden wants to return
Thomas-Greenfield also denounced the Boycott, Divestment and
tion, when it allowed through a Security Council resolution condemn- to the Iran nuclear deal, which Sanctions movement targeting Israel.
ing Israel’s settlement policies. The Senate roundly condemned Presi- Netanyahu reviles, but says he
“The actions and the approach that BDS has taken toward Israel is
dent Obama’s failure to veto the resolution. Trump’s U.N. ambassadors will do so in consultation with unacceptable,” she said. “It verges on anti-Semitism and it is important
went on to use U.S. influence to nix pro-Palestinian moves at the body. Israel. Obama cut out Israel until that they not be allowed to have a voice at the United Nations.”
Biden has indicated that he wants to repair ties between Israel and the last phase of the negotiations.
The Obama administration also opposed BDS, but unlike the Trump
Democrats strained by tensions between the Netanyahu and Obama
Biden campaigned on restor- administration did not make it a front-and-center issue, nor did it likadministrations. Notably, some of the most pointed pro-Israel ques- ing ties with the Palestinians, but en the movement to anti-Semitism.
tions at Thomas-Greenfield’s hearing came from Democrats who are
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